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TO THE TEACHER
A teacher once described graphic organisers as “sophisticated doodles”. In a way, he was right. In fact, that may be 
the best way for you to think about graphic organisers and to present them to your students. You can fi nd many 
jargon laden articles and books that analyse graphic organisers, put forth new taxonomies and labour to link them 
to psychological dynamics. Th ese have their place, of course, but graphic organisers – essentially a simple teaching 
tool – have been overanalysed, with the net eff ect of confusing rather than enlightening educators.

Graphic Organisers for Geometry is designed to cut through the jargon and give you a practical tool that you 
can put to use immediately. Spend a little time reading this introduction and thumbing through the graphic 
organisers, and you’ll be ready to go.

UNDERSTANDING GRAPHIC ORGANISERS
On a practical, classroom level, all you need to know about graphic organisers can be summed up in a few key points. 
As you use this book, or use graphic organisers in any educational context, keep these ideas in mind:

Graphic organisers are simply ways to organise information visually. Th is is a simple, straightforward and ac-
curate description of graphic organisers.

Graphic organisers are nearly always appropriate. Many people tend to think in visual terms, so graphic organis-
ers are an appropriate way to organise information.

Graphic organisers come in many forms. Many attempts have been made to categorise graphic organisers and to 
identify them by type. You’ve probably heard of sequence chains, concept maps, webs, fl owcharts, Venn diagrams 
and so on. (You’ll fi nd many of these in this book.) But some of the best graphic organisers are combinations of 
these standard forms, and some are utterly unique.

Graphic organisers are never right or wrong, only better or worse. As long as the facts presented, and their 
interrelationships, are correct, there are no “wrong” graphic organisers. However, some do a better job of presenting 
the same information than others.

Graphic organisers are not communicative, but conceptual. Th ey are tools that help students acquire knowl-
edge, not impart it. Obviously, graphic organisers are excellent communication tools, but in the classroom, you 
should focus on using them as a way for students to learn, and not as a way for students to show you what they 
have learned.

Graphic organisers are concept driven. Th e form of a graphic organiser should follow its function, not vice versa.

CONTENT AND ORGANISATION: MAJOR FIELDS, KEY 
CONCEPTS AND MAIN IDEAS
Th is book covers a wide range of middle years geometry topics, as a glance at the table of contents will show. 
Th e major sections of the book correspond to major fi elds taught in geometry classes in the middle years. 
Within each major fi eld, the graphic organisers emphasise key concepts. Each graphic organiser focuses on the 
main ideas of each key concept.

Th is organisation enables you to use these graphic organisers throughout the year to help students achieve the 
principal learning objectives of your geometry class.
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WHAT IS GEOMETRY?
Introduction: Geometry is one of the chief branches of mathematics. It is concerned with the shape, size and 
position of geometric fi gures, both two- and three-dimensional. You can quickly learn more about geometry 
by asking and answering a few questions.

Directions: Conduct research to answer questions 1 and 2 in each shape.

1. Who fi rst used geometry?

2. Who uses geometry today?

GEOMETRY

1. What is 
geometry?

2. What is the origin of the 
word geometry?

1. Where is 
geometry used?

2. Where can you see 
geometric shapes right now?

1. How is 
geometry a part 
of everyday life?

2. How can you learn 
the most about 

geometry?

1. When was geometry 
invented?

2. Why might you 
need to use geometry

1. Why is 
geometry 

important? 

2. Why do many people 
need to know geometry to do 

their jobs? 

Taking Another Step: Ask six questions of your own about geometry and write them on the back of this 
sheet. Th en trade your sheet with a partner and answer each other’s questions.
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CIRCLES
Introduction: Circles are common shapes. Actually, they’re very common shapes. Th ey appear in nature and in 
things people create. Th ey are also useful shapes – very useful shapes. Because they are very common, and very use-
ful, it pays to know all you can about circles. Knowing about circles well help you be a “well-rounded” person!

Directions: Use your textbook, talk to your teacher and classmates, and conduct other research to complete 
the diagram.

Th e circumferen
ce is:

Th is point 
is called:

Th e radius is:

A chord  is:

Th 
e D

iam
ete

r is
:

A secant is:

An arc is:

Taking Another Step: Complete the table.

PI
Symbol

Defi nition

Value

Why pi is useful
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POLYHEDRONS
Introduction: Polyhedron is a fancy word, but polyhedrons themselves are easy to understand – as you are 
about to see.

Directions: Use your textbook, talk to your teacher and classmates, and conduct other research to complete 
the diagram.

Defi nition:

Defi nition:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

POLYHEDRONS
A face of a polyhedron is called:

Vertices are:

A convex polyhedron is:

Taking Another Step: What type of polyhedron is represented by the diagram? Is it convex? Write your 
answers on the back of this sheet.


